The distance measure is an important criterion in any clustering algorithm. This paper shows how fuzzy clustering results can be improved by introducing a weighting factor in the inter-objects distance measures. New weighted versions of four well-known distance measures are considered. These distances are tested, using the fuzzy c-means algorithm, on three datasets. Experimental results show that the introduced weighting factor leads to a significant improvement in comparison with the standard unweighted distances.
Introduction
Clustering is an exploratory data analysis tool for organizing unlabeled input data into homogeneous groups or clusters. Elements within each homogenous group should be as similar as possible and as dissimilar as possible from those of other groups. Similarities and dissimilarities are quantified based on distance measures. Although many measures have been proposed in the literature, no one has proven to be universally accepted throughout different application domains and different data structures.
Furthermore, other approaches to improve the quality of the clustering are proposed in the literature [1, 10] such normalization [8] , centring and weighting [4, 6, 9, 14, 16, 17] .
In this paper, we propose a way of weighting four distance measures to be used in FCM algorithm [3] . The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we present the FCM algorithm and we present the four distances used in this work. The proposed method is described in section 3. Test results are detailed and discussed in section 4. Conclusions and remarks are given in section 5.
Fuzzy C-means and distance used

Fuzzy c means
Clustering algorithms proposed in the literature can be divided into two main categories: Crisp (or hard) clustering and fuzzy clustering. In crisp clustering, each data point belongs to only one cluster. In fuzzy clustering, every data point belongs to every cluster with a degree of membership. This is suitable for real-world applications where boundaries between clusters are not well-defined. Fuzzy clustering can be considered as a generalization of hard clustering that presents the advantage of dealing with overlapping clusters. A partition of X={x 1 , x 2 ,…, x n } ⊂ ℜp into c fuzzy clusters can be defined by a fuzzy membership matrix U= [u ik ] satisfying three conditions: Where u ik is the degree to which the pattern x k belongs to the i th cluster (1≤i≤c and 1≤k≤n). 
Where:
-m (1 < m < ∞) is a parameter used to determine the level of fuzziness in the resulting clusters sequentially produced by the algorithm.
-V= (v 1 , v 2, … , v c ) represents a c-tuple of prototypes, each prototype characterizes one of the c clusters.
-d(x k ,v i ) is the distance between the i th prototype and the k th data point.
Bezdek proved that FCM converge to an approximate solution under two conditions:
The pseudo-code of FCM algorithm is given in Figure 1 .
• t max (iteration limit);
• the ε (tolerance bound); • norm for clustering criterion J m ;
• norm for termination error E t =||V t -V t-1 || err ; Initialize
• Calculate U t using V t-1 and (Eq.5);
• Calculate V t using U t and (Eq.6); } while (||V t -V t-1 || err > ε) and (t < t max ) ); U* = U t ; V* = V t ; Use U* and/or V*; Figure 1 -FCM algorithm
Distances used
We introduce, in this section, the distance used in this work: Euclidean distance, Manhattan, Spearman and Chebyshev. All these distances are particular cases of Minkowski distance (Eq.7):
Euclidean Distance
This is probably the most commonly used distance. It is computed as:
The Euclidean distance is often used in spaces with two or three dimensions. It is strongly influenced by the larger units of measure and varies with the scale of each variable. That is why we often calculate the Euclidean distance after centering, reduction or normalization of variables.
Manhattan Distance
Manhattan distance (city block distance) is not squared and less sensitive to noise.
, ( (Eq.9)
Spearman Distance
Spearman distance is a square of Euclidean distance between two rank vectors. It's easier to calculate than the Euclidean distance.
(Eq.10)
Chebyshev Distance
Chebyshev distance returns the maximum distance between coordinates of a pair of objects. It's also called the L ∞ metric.
PROPOSED METHOD
A clustering algorithm can lead to different clusters. The selection of a parameter distance may affect the final results. This choice depends highly on the data itself, especially in an unsupervised context where no prior information is available about the structure of the input data. Weighting the distance by a factor defined according to the data can improve the results of clustering. In this sense, and inspired from other work [5, 7, 15] , we propose to weight the usual distances by introducing the following factor:
Minkowski distance d can be calculated through the quadratic form:
Where A is a positive definite pxp matrix.
The new distance, d w , is define by
Where Q is a positive definite pxp matrix defined by According to eq.7 and eq. 14, the weighted version is computed as: We can prove easily that the weighted distances respect the three properties of a distance:
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To evaluate the performance of the proposed weighted distances, experiments are conducted on three real-world datasets available from the UCI Machine Learning Repository [2] : Wine, Spect heart and Breast Tissue.
Wine Dataset consists of the result of a chemical analysis of wines from three different cultivars. There are 13 attributes and 178 samples from three classes corresponding to three different cultivars [2] .
Spect heart Dataset describes diagnosing of cardiac Single Proton Emission Computed Tomography images [2] . It contains images of 267 patients, specifically ten 2D images per patient (five images for rest and five for stress study). The aim is to classify each patient into the category of normal patients or in those abnormal.
Breast Tissue recognition dataset is the result of a measure of Breast Tissue by Electrical Impedance Spectroscopy. It is a 9-dimensional pattern classification problem with 106 samples from six classes [2] .
We compared the weighted and unweighted distances using the FCM algorithm. The clustering accuracy results, for both weighted and unweighted distances, are reported in Tables 1. The results showed an improvement in the class accuracy recovery with weighting distance for Wine and Breast Tissue datasets. However, there was no significant improvement in the class accuracy recovery for Heart dataset. Figure 2 shows the class accuracy recovery For Wine dataset. In all cases, weighted distance improved the recovery of class structure compared to the standard one. For Spect heart data ( Figure 3) , the studies distances have presented a same recognition rate except the Spearman distance who gives a slight improvement.
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CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented the effect of the proposed weighting distance on a fuzzy clustering algorithm. Using the FCM algorithm, there was a significant improvement in the class recovery accuracy. So weighting distance must be considered in fuzzy clustering's problems. The weighting has to be put into the framework of the entire Dataset. We remark that the amount of improvement of FCM using weighting distance depends on the structures of the dataset. Future work could be done to improve the class recovery accuracy of a fuzzy clustering algorithm and define a new measure of similarity.
